Dancing with Death

Interpreting the eternal message of Funeral Ritual Dances

represented cultures
Andean
Middle Eastern
Jewish
Brazilian
African
Spanish

Purepecha
(Jose Mexican)

Distinguished guest:
Dr. Komé Bebeó
Fulbright Scholar

Artistic performance:
Grupo Folclórico
OCOTOCHTLI

Catered by:
CHU-MIKAL’S CAFÉ
(Austin)

November 3, 2014
5:30 PM
Centennial Hall Go2

Sponsors: Department of Modern Languages
Organizers: Prof. Alba Melgar (am39@txstate.edu) - Prof. Gloria Velásquez (gv11@txstate.edu)
Collaborators: Sigma Delta Phi, The Honors College, International Students Club,
First Generation Students Organization, Latina Unidas, Ms. Beatriz Gómez